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ATS Unveils SuperTrak Micro
Anaheim, California (February 5, 2019) - ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc. (TSX: ATA) (“ATS”
or the “Company”), a leader in Linear Motion Technology (LMT), today unveiled the SuperTrak
MicroTM conveyance platform, a new product with disruptive divert and merge capabilities that
enable creative, high speed, production system designs.
SuperTrak Micro allows manufacturers to minimize cell sizes and maximize floor space usage, all
while creating a lean and agile manufacturing environment. Allowing for both multiple and parallel
processing on the same line, SuperTrak Micro electromagnetically sorts and diverts at full
production speed.
Built on the trusted SuperTrak™ Gen3 foundation, SuperTrak Micro pushes the boundaries of
conveyance by offering a unique combination of individual shuttle control with high-speed sort and
divert capability. Modular components within the SuperTrak Micro platform allows for the
configuration of a process to be done before determining the final product, making it perfectly suited
to high-mix applications.
Whether the task is to build one million batches of one or one batch of one million, SuperTrak Micro
scales with every production requirement.
From Inventors to Innovators
ATS invented its Linear Motion Technology in 1995 and 24 years and thousands of deployments
later across a wide range of applications and industries, ATS is still advancing the state-of-the-art
in manufacturing technologies through purposeful innovation.
"SuperTrak Micro builds on nearly two decades of successful SuperTrak installations for customers
around the globe,” said Simon Drexler, Director LMT Products. "Our newest ATS innovation has
been extensively tested for quality and reliability and, as a result, is now commercially available as
part of the SuperTrak family and the broader line-up of ATS automation, inspection and predictive
monitoring technologies."
ATS Automation unveils SuperTrak Micro this week at ATX West, North America's largest
annual automation technology trade fair in Anaheim, California. See it in action at booth
#4101. For more information, visit atsautomation.com/supertrak
About ATS
ATS is an industry-leading automation solutions provider to many of the world's most successful
companies. ATS uses its extensive knowledge base and global capabilities in custom automation,
repeat automation, automation products and value-added services, including pre- automation and
after-sales services, to address the sophisticated manufacturing automation systems and service
needs of multinational customers in markets such as life sciences, chemicals, consumer products,
electronics, food, beverage, transportation, energy, and oil and gas. Founded in 1978, ATS
employs approximately 3,900 people at 21 manufacturing facilities and over 50 offices in North
America, Europe, Southeast Asia and China. The Company’s shares are traded on the Toronto
Stock Exchange under the symbol ATA. Visit the Company’s website at www.atsautomation.com.
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